Campus Safety
ARE YOU PREPARED?
PUBLIC ADDRESS
INTERCOM
PAGING
MASS NOTIFICATION
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION
DISTRICT WIDE PAGING
DIGITAL SIGNAGE
SYNCHRONIZED CLOCKS

We can’t prevent a crisis situation from
happening in our schools but we can help you
know the situation is present, inform those
around you, and confirm they have taken
action.
We will analyze the current technology you
have in place and cost-effectively design a
solution that will enhance your day-to-day and
emergency plans.
Manage public address, intercom, mass
notification, district-wide paging, bell
schedules, event drills, digital signage and
synchronized clocks from a user-friendly
graphical interface.

www.telecor.com

The addition of the Telecor
equipment significantly
upgraded our school's safety
and operations efficiency and
the system is operating as
needed. I would recommend
the Telecor system as part of
any school or district’s
day-to-day operations and
emergency plan.

Visual Console
Visual Console™ integrates the functionality of a console
into the dynamic framework of a PC. By utilizing an easyto-use graphical interface, emergency operations, routine
call processing, paging, audio program distribution and
bell scheduling are all simplified through this
Windows®-based application
Leveraging your existing CCTV security camera system,
integrate Visual Console to activate camera pop ups when
someone is calling in for entry from a key access point.

VuAlert
VuAlert is a communications platform that displays routine information,
emergency alerts and synchronized time on full-color HDTV screens.
Current time is shown in either digital or analog format which is
synchronized to a cloud-based management portal. Displays receive
local live weather and severe weather alerts from the National Weather
Service.
Emergency alarms from Telecor’s network based eSeries and T2/XL
analog communications systems can be integrated into VuAlert. This
provides a comprehensive network to broadcast both visual and audio
notifications for any facility.

Master Clock & Message Host
The Master Clock & Message Host (eMH) incorporates customizable
tones, pre-recorded audio files and textual messages which can be
activated automatically by schedules and broadcast to eSeries devices.
It incorporates a browser-based GUI that allows users to connect from
anywhere using PCs, smart phones and tablets to manage their school
schedules.
In emergency situations, the eMH provides the ability to manage
emergency response operations in your facility on-site or remotely.
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